#MyEthiopia
Qilinto prison was recently set on fire to kill the innocent “political prisoners” those were antiTPLF. Over 100 hundred people were killed by the fire or escaping but getting shot down by
snipers. This act of terror needs to stop since it has been going on for decades.
Why did the people in Gondar, Gojam, Arusi and others cities get killed?
Why did the people who celebrate “Irrecha” get killed?
Let me tell you, all Ethiopian people, such as Oromo, Amhara, and others are fighting for their
natural rights: life, liberty, and pursuit of happiness.
Those 3 things originated from the Enlightenment thinker, John Locke. He even said “if a
government doesn't protect your natural rights, you have the right to overthrow the
government and create a new one". This concept laid out the foundation of the Constitution of
the United States which started our independence from Great Britain.
These are what the Ethiopian people are fighting for, natural rights that the government
should protect. Instead of the TPLF protecting our citizens, they are creating genocides that
have become horrendous. Simple reasons that the TPLF fear they will lose power to control
the country. Well, there is a little problem because the “powerful” TPLF leaders have warrants
for their arrest in many parts of the world. Mainly, because the killings of many Ethiopian
people and the offshore accounts, to keep the stolen money, having six figures or more in
another person's name. All this money could be used to help our people, especially during
the drought, but they spend it for grand TPLF parties.
Ethiopians need a voice to prove that what the TPLF does inhumane and cruel. Even though
TPLF killed thousands of Ethiopians but our blood and history proved that we never gave up
when times are tough and rough. Our persistency proved during the war between Ethiopia
and Italy. We will never give up until we have basic rights especially freedom of speech.
I ask you to pray for these innocent souls who have not committed any wrongs by non-violent
protests. They have sacrificed their lives for us and for our beautiful country, Ethiopia. Our
country has been torn with widespread genocide and turmoil that we need peace in Ethiopia.
TPLF step down; let my people have peace for once and overall.
TPLF step down; let Ethiopians be set free of your injustices and atrocity.
TPLF step down; so innocent lives are not taken away by your divide & rule governance.
TPLF step down; let our nation be one again.
TPLF step down; let us have peace that we so desperately need.
TPLF step down; let our Green, Yellow, and Red flag shine in the horizon.
Ethiopia will prevail by her brave children
Summra Akale

